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JOHNSON'S CUTOFF PIT PROJECT 2010 UPCOMING ACTIVITIES 

Board Elections early in 2010, Steve Knight, Chair 

Chapter Symposium, Bakersfield.  First weekend in 
May is proposed, Tom Hunt, Chair 

Trails West 40th Anniversary Celebration, April 12 – 
16, Joyce Everett, president 

Black Rock BLM Survey, early June, Don Buck, 
contact person 

Elko Convention, August 10 – 14 

Johnson’s Cutoff Trail work, John Winner, contact 
person 

 

By John Winner 
 
From September 21-25, 2009, several members of CA-NV 
Chapter participated in the U.S. Forest Service Passport 
in Time (PIT) project, verifying the location for segments of 
the Johnson's Cutoff Trail.  
 
Opened to emigrant traffic in the spring of 1852, the 
Johnson's Cutoff is a variant of the Carson River Route. It 
is named for John Calhoun (Cockeye) Johnson, who, in 
the company of his Delaware Indian scout, Fall Leaf, 
reportedly explored an ancient Indian trade route over the 
Sierras and modified it for emigrant travel. The Johnson's 
Cutoff left the Carson River Route in present day Carson 
City, Nevada, traveled up the eastern slope of the Sierra 
into the Tahoe Valley, and climbed Johnson's Hill at the 
west end of the valley over the summit, following near 

present day US 50 until it bore north to ascend Peavine Ridge. Along this ridge it gradually descended along 
the South Fork American River Canyon, crossed the river and once again merged with the Carson Route 
where it branched to Placerville and the surrounding mining camps.  
 
The advantages of the Johnson’s Cutoff were that it was shorter (by 50 miles) and 2,000 feet lower in elevation 
than the original Carson Route, and it involved only a single river crossing, bypassing the multiple and 
treacherous crossings of the West Fork Carson River Canyon. This does not mean it was easy. An emigrant in 
1852 described the 800 foot rocky climb from Tahoe's Lake Valley to Echo Summit as "just like climbing a tree 
only harder.”   
 
The Pony Express used this route to deliver mail across the Sierra. Stagecoaches regularly carried passengers 
around its steep and stony turns. When silver was discovered in Nevada in 1859, the tide of traffic turned east 
to carry the heavy freight wagons enroute to the Comstock. 
 
 

(Continued on page 4)
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. . .ALONG THE WAY  
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CA-NV Board of Directors 
and Officers: 
Bob Evanhoe, President 
yreka98bob@sbcglobal.net      
John Winner, Vice President 
swinner@dataentree.com  
Zeke Sicotte, Treasurer  
ZSicotte@aol.com 
Leslie Fryman, Preservation  
catrail44@gmail.com 
Carol March, Secretary  
CHMarch@aol.com 
 
Additional Directors: 
Vince Correll 
vcorrell@sbcglobal.net 
Dave Hollecker 
MTGRIZZ@aol.com 
Frank Tortorich 
ftortorich@volcano.net 
Dick Young 
jdyoung7557@att.net 
Steve Knight, Past President 
knightsc@att.net 
 
Publications: 

Trail Talk Editorial Board: 
  Dave Hollecker 
  Bob Evanhoe 
  Leslie Fryman 
 
Website: www.canvocta.org 
  Leslie Fryman, Editor 
  Tom Flasch, Webmaster 
 

E-News: the CA-NV Chapter 
offers rapid communication of 
announcements and chapter 
news via private email, through 
Googlegroups.  If you would 
like to be included in this group, 
email Mary Ann Tortorich, 
Annamae1846@volcano.net. 
 

Von Schmidt didn’t have a GPS… 

So be careful when you try to find the northeast corner of California (or the 
northwest corner of Nevada) by plugging its coordinates into your GPS unit. 

Sometime ago, Huell Howser did a PBS TV series on locating the five corners of 
California. (Don’t forget the one in Lake Tahoe.) I happened to recently catch a 
repeat of the segment on the northeast corner. It seems he did know—don’t 
we all?—that the subject corner is defined as the intersection of  Latitude 42° 
North and Longitude 120° West. So Huell and his local Surprise Valley guides 
plugged these coordinates into their GPS, and off they went. (None of the locals 
had ever been to the corner and expressed never having had a desire to do so.) 
Their route took them northeast from Ft. Bidwell on Surprise Valley Road, into 
Oregon to a point closest to the coordinates in the GPS. The expected short 
jaunt from the road to the corner turned out to be an all‐day expedition. 

Alexey W. von Schmidt also knew how the corner was defined when he was 
employed to establish it in 1872. (Previous surveys had been conducted in 1863 
and 1867, but were determined to be significantly lacking in accuracy.) Von 
Schmidt had the advantage of telegraph connections to Greenwich, England, 
which provided the time differential necessary to determine longitude. Still, 
running due north from the Central Pacific Railroad in Truckee Canyon to the 
Oregon border was a daunting task. 

Upon nearing the intended point, terrain also became a critical factor. If one 
looks at this area on USGS Quad Barrel Springs, it can be seen that the line 
drops precipitously nearly 300 feet into the canyon of Twelvemile Creek prior 
to reaching the 42nd parallel. So Mr. von Schmidt erred somewhat and set th
monument on the edge of the bluff on the south side of the creek, about 1800 
feet south of the 42nd. He did better in an east‐west direction, erring by only 
about 100 feet easterly. 

e 

 

When the Hauser expedition took their brief walk to their GPS‐determined 
coordinates, they were 1800 feet of steep volcanic rock and brush away from 
the actually legal boundary between California and Nevada at the Oregon 
border. They were fortunate in that they were able to move due south and find 
it. Had von Schmidt been as far east as he was south, they might still be looking. 

I walked to this monument about 30 years ago, using the map and walking less 
than two miles northeasterly from the road…across relatively level ground. 
Oh—I also happened to run into a barbed wire fence which I correctly assumed 
was on the border. If any of you readers venture out there before I get back 
with my GPS, please send me the coordinates. I scale them to be 41°‐59’‐
41.5”N by 119°‐58’ W, WGS84 Datum.

And the moral of this story—finally—is that if you have a 19th century diary 
which states that a monument was placed at such and such coordinates, be 
very cautious about plugging them into your GPS and expecting to find the 
monument there. 
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PIT PROJECT ON THE CARSON 
RIVER ROUTE  

SEPTEMBER 2009 
By Frank Tortorich  

  
For the second year in a row, the Eldorado National 
Forest (ENF) sponsored a Passport in Time (PIT) 
project on the Carson River Route.  This year’s 
project goals were to verify segments of the Trail 
whose location had always been in doubt, find the 
location of the Volcano Road cutoff, and excavate a 
possible historic site.  Under the leadership of Katy 
Parr, Forest Archaeologist for the Eldorado 
National Forest, and Krista Deal, archaeologist on 
the Pacific Ranger District, 14 PIT volunteers 
worked long and hard.  Also helping with the project 
were several other archaeologists from the ENF.  
Our crew gathered on Monday, September 14, 
2009, at the Iron Mountain Sno-Park area off  
Highway 88 and Mormon Emigrant Trail, east of  

We are convinced that we discovered where the 
Volcano Road branched from the main Carson 
Route.  This cutoff was opened in 1852. The 
excavation took place at this junction.  This site had 
fascinated me since I first found it about 30 years 
ago, but I could never interest any USFS 
archaeologist in doing an investigation.  Diary 
research strongly suggested that the excavation 
site was a trading post operated by a P. Peterson, 
and that it may have been called the Hoboken 
Hotel and Trading Post.  In 1854 there were no less 
than 25 stations scattered along the Carson Route 
between Mormon Station (Genoa) and Hangtown 
(Placerville), a distance of about 100 trail miles. 

Due to the outstanding results obtained again this 
year, we should be able to easily justify doing 
another PIT project again next year.  Proudly, of the 
14 people who participated, well over half were 
OCTA members.  

 

Jackson, California.  Since it was a rather cold and 
rainy day, we decided to move our crew to the 
Amador Ranger District conference room for 
registration, orientation and instructions.  Plus, we 
were able to spend part of the sorting and 
organizing the artifacts taken from the site of last 
year’s excavation project.  I was in charge of the 
crew, working the trail with metal detectors under 
the careful eye of a USFS archaeologist. Among 
the volunteers were John Winner, who was 
invaluable in providing his GPS and mapping skills 
to the effort; Dee Owens, who used her usual 
creative talents as our photographer, and Glenn 
Owens, who was ever diligent with his metal 
detector.  Other volunteers, Sharon Hansen and 
Joyce Everett, along with K-9 Sophie, were among 
those who provided the laborious and dirty work at 
the excavation site.  Ed and Ann Bagne were there 
working hard and patiently as always. 

 

Standing, left to right: Joyce Everett, Jordan Serin, John 
Winner, Dick Waugh, Bill Ramsey. 

Sitting, left to right: Achille Clendenning, Sophie(dog), 
Eric Whiteman, Phyllis Smith,  

Angela Avery, Krista Deal (front), Ann Bagne, Ed Bagne, 
Frank Tortorich 
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FOR MEMBERSHIP, INQUIRIES OR TRAIL TALK  
SUBMISSIONS 

Contact the Chapter at: CA‐NV OCTA 
Chapter, P.O. Box 1521, Yreka, CA 96097 

EMAIL: canvocta@sbcglobal.net 
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Johnson’s Cutoff near Strawberry 
 
For several years Ford and Ellen Osborn (Ellen is 
the great-great-granddaughter of John Calhoun 
Johnson) have been doing research on the history 
of Johnson and the location of the Johnson's 
Cutoff. Under the project leadership of the 
Osborn’s, a Johnson's Cutoff team was assembled 
in 2006-2007 to map and mark this historic route. 
 
 During the past two years, two 7.5-minute 
quadrangles (approx. 12 miles of trail) have been 
mapped to Mapping Emigrant Trails (MET) 
standards.The Johnson's Cutoff has been of 
historical interest to the Eldorado National Forest 
and OCTA for several years, so when the 
Johnson's Cutoff team approached the Eldorado 
about doing a PITproject, they were eager.  
 
The project was supervised by archaeologists Katy 
Coulter Parr (Heritage Program Manager, Eldorado 
National Forest) and Krista Deal (Pacific Ranger 
District National Forest. OCTA CA-NV Chapter 
Vice-President John Winner served as Volunteer 
Field Director. In addition to the Forest Service 
staff, PIT volunteers included: Ford and Ellen 
Osborn, John Winner, Larry Schmidt, Joyce 
Everett, Dee and Glen Owen, Ed and Ann Bagne, 
Sharon Hanson, Lloyd Johnson, Ken Allen, and 
Dave Hollecker. 
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One of the primary goals for this project was to 
attempt to locate the site of the Silver Creek Ranch, 
a frequently mentioned way station in emigrant 
diaries, guides and newspaper articles. It is thought 
to be located near the junction of the Johnson’s 
Cutoff and the Georgetown Pack Trail. The project 

also focused on connecting known trail segments in 
and around the Silver Creek Ranch.  
 
The project began Monday morning at the Pacific 
Ranger Station where Ellen Osborn, Krista Deal 
and John Winner gave a power point presentation 
on the history of John Calhoun Johnson and the 
mapping progress thus far. Then off to the field 
Monday afternoon as the group toured segments of 
the Johnson's Cutoff on their way to the project 
area.  
 
The project area was determined through General 
Land Office maps, surveyors’ notes, emigrant 
diaries, newspaper accounts, etc. The next four 
days, Forest Service staff and volunteers combed 
the project area looking for features and artifacts 
that would give rise to the whereabouts of the Silver 
Creek Ranch and trail alignments. The results were 
a fun week of trail work and the satisfaction of 
success.  
 
Under the supervision of archaeologist Krista Deal 
and some excellent metal detecting by OCTA 
volunteers, numerous artifacts were located and 
photographed, GPS readings recorded, artifact 
forms completed and locations mapped and 
classed.  

 
 
The group had a comfortable feeling as to the 
location of the illusive Silver Creek Ranch after 
finding clusters of cut nails, ox shoes, parts of a 
stove, and a variety of other artifacts. Nearby trail 
segments were validated by the discovery of more 
artifacts including ox shoes, cut nails, forged nails, 
mule shoes, wagon hinges and a lynch pin. After a 
full day of trail searching the group would gather at 
the Wrights Lake Campground where the Forest 

 

 



(Continued from page 4)                                    
 
Service provided campsites for the volunteers that 
chose to camp. There, around a campfire, the 
group would reflect on the day's activities and 
reminisce about the pioneer spirit.  
 
 
 
 
Left to Right: Krista Deal, Lloyd Johnson, Ann Bagne, Ed 
Bagne, Dee Owens, (with trail dog Cloe)  Ellen Osborn, 
John Winner (standing) Glen Owen, Dave Hollecker, 
Joyce Everett, (with trail Dog Sophie). 
 
.  
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                                                      Not All Tours Were on Buses                     Jan Petersen and Owner of Roberts Ranch 

Scenes 
From 
Colorado 

 
 

 
      Dr. Jay is Caught Pestering a Ranch Dog            Pres. Bob and Girlfriend, Cherie, Whooping It Up at the Banquet 

 



2009 CONVENTION AWARDS CA-NV             
CHAPTER MEMBERS 

 

 

                      
                                                                                                  
 

[Editor’s Note: Included here is an excerpt from Dave Welch’s letter notifying Tom Hunt that he is to receive the 
Preservation Award] 

September 11, 2009 
Dear Tom, 

I hope you have heard by now that you were the recipient of the national preservation award at OCTA’s 
convention in Loveland, Colorado. The award was created last year to honor those who have made substantial 
contributions to the preservation of historic trails over an extended period of time. You are clearly deserving of 
that honor. 

After the convention we were trying to figure out how to present the award to you in a fitting situation. One 
opportunity would be at a California-Nevada chapter meeting, perhaps the next symposium. Another is next 
year’s convention at Elko. I know I will be at the latter and would like the opportunity to present it in person.  
Alternatively, I have the award and can mail it to you. Please let me know your wishes. 

I hope to see you in Elko so we can finish the award presentation.
 

Sincerely, Dave Welch 
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CALIFORNIA-NEVADA 
CHAPTER OUTING, HOPE 

VALLEY AREA 
By Dee Owens 

 
On July 20th and 21st, 2009, Frank Tortorich led 
about 25 volunteers on an outing in the Hope 
Valley area.  The goals were to clear sections of 
the Carson Emigrant trail, make the trail corridor 
evident, and watch specially-trained dog teams find 
grave sites along the trail.  
 

 
 

Monday morning the group met in Hope Valley and 
caravanned into the Carson River Canyon to work 
on the trail.  The first trail section was a Class III 
section that quickly turned into a beautiful Class I. 
The group made quick work of the manzanita and 
other brush on the first uphill leg of the segment.  
Phyllis Schmidt found a hand forged barrel hoop. 
The next section proved more challenging as 15-
foot aspen trees obscured the trail route.  The team 
worked together cutting and removing the trees and 
brush.  Looking downhill, it was difficult to see 
which way the trail went before the clearing was 
done. When we finished, you could imagine the trail 
as it looked to the emigrants.  It still seemed like it 
would have been a daunting task, pulling those 
heavy wagons up and over one hill after another.  
At least this section of the road was not too rocky, 
although many rust stained and smoothed rocks 
were evident.   A rock alignment on this segment 
showed where the pioneers worked to make the 
road more passable along the hillside.   
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After lunch, our next segment was in the area near 
Snowshoe Thompson’s cave.  As we walked up the 
hill to the piece needing clearing, Frank showed us 
a fire cracked rock. He explained that pioneers 
used repeated fires to heat and cool the granite 
until it broke and could be removed from the trail.  

Evidence of this pioneer work is difficult to find. The 
rock we observed was broken from hunter’s fires 
over the years, not pioneers. We crossed a  

 
Before Clearing 

 
After Clearing 

 
“corduroy bridge” created by Frank and volunteers 
over an extensive boggy, wet area as we climbed 
the hill.  The “corduroy bridge” was made by cutting 
trees and laying them crosswise across the trail, 
creating a dry spot to step on as you cross over the 
boggy area.  Just beyond the boggy stretch was a 
rock marked in Aug. 1849 with axle grease.  The 
writing was fading but with some “trail magic” 
(shading with a hat) provided by Frank, most of it 
was visible.  
  
The trail just beyond the cave split to the top of the 
hill. To my inexperienced eyes, both routes seemed 
impassable to a wagon, with huge granite rocks 
and no discernable path.  Frank explained that the 
trail had eroded and the emigrants may have piled 
up brush to make a smoother path. Some of the 
large boulders on the trail could have also fallen 
from the surrounding steep hillsides in the last 150 
years. Once again, rust stained and grooved rocks,  

(continued on page 8) 

 



and a short piece of two-track gave evidence that 
we were on the trail.   
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As well as trail clean up, we also worked with a 
GPS, mapping points on the trail and trail features 
in addition to marking trees with the ‘pregnant 
triangle’ trail markers.  Monday evening we all 
enjoyed a great potluck dinner at the Youngs’ home 
in Christmas Valley.   

We met once again on Tuesday morning in Hope 
Valley.  Adela Morris and John Grebenkemper from 
the Institute for Canine Forensics brought their 
Human Remains Detection Dogs to search for 
pioneer graves.  After a demonstration using 
human bones we headed out to a site in Hope 
Valley where Frank thought there could be a grave. 
The dogs, both Border Collies, are trained to lie 
down when they “alert” or detect a grave. Within 
minutes the dogs identified the rock cairn as well as 
another spot about 50 feet away as gravesites. 

  

A human remains detection dog has never been 
trained to look for live humans.  Searching for 
historical graves requires the dogs to be slow and 
methodical and keep their noses just above the 
surface of the ground.  Once the dogs are trained 
with human bones and teeth, they work to find the 
scent source under the earth, gradually increasing 
the depth. The next step in training is in cemeteries 
with known historical graves, then to unmarked 
graves. To find out more about these incredible 
dogs you can visit the Institute for Canine 
Forensics’ website at: http://www.k9forensic.org.  

Our next gravesite stop was at the Maiden’s Grave 
in a meadow and just off the highway on the road to 
Tragedy Spring. It is said that in 1850 a young girl, 
Rachel, a native of Iowa, was accompanying her 
parents on the journey west via covered wagon 
train when she became ill.  Camp was made and 
every effort was made to cure her, but she passed 
away.  A marker on the Highway marks the spot as 

the “Maiden’s Grave;” however, that location is 
thought to be the grave of Allen Melton.  

Sometime around the early 1900s, an elderly 
woman came to the meadow near Tragedy Spring 
looking for the grave of her daughter who she 
buried at the base of a pine tree in 1850. It was the 
intent of this woman to dig up the remains and take 
them down to the valley for a proper Christian 
burial. The woman talked to some campers nearby 
asking if they knew of such a grave. It is assumed 
the woman mentioned that the name of her 
daughter was Rachel. She recognized the meadow 
but could not locate the tree or the grave and left 
disappointed. Word spread of this woman’s grief. 
Guests of Kirkwood heard the story and one of 
them remembered that there was a grave, not in 
the meadow, but two miles further west. In addition, 
one of them remembered a wood marker, by now 
long gone, that had the name Melton carved on it. 
Now they took a leap of assumption and put 
together the names Rachel and Melton. Those 
same guests had a granite headstone made and 
placed it at Allen’s grave in 1908. 
 
Sometime about 1913, a man named Steven 
Ferrari was clearing brush and dead fallen trees 
from the meadow. He found the rock outline of what 
is now thought to be the true maiden’s grave. It was 
at this “true” maiden’s grave that the dogs went to 
work.  We all expected the dogs to “alert” at the 
gravesite or nearby but to our surprise, in the dogs’ 
opinions, there was no grave in the area.  So once 
again, history may have to be revised.  
 
Our last possible gravesite stop was further west on 
Hwy. 88 on the ridge overlooking valleys to the 
north and south.  Another rock cairn was situated 
with a view in both directions.   The dogs happily 
went to work again and soon alerted to a spot very 
near the rock cairn.  So, the morning both proved 
and disproved assumptions about gravesites.  The 
dogs have a high accuracy rate and may be the 
remote sensing tool of the future. Our adventures 
ended about lunchtime and we all left, looking 
forward to another expedition along the trail. 
 

 
 

FOR MEMBERSHIP, INQUIRIES OR TRAIL TALK 

SUBMISSIONS: 

canvocta@sbcglobal.net 

CA-NV Chapter, PO Box 1521, Yreka, CA 96097 
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CHAPTER AND SCOUTS WORKING TOGETHER 
By Dave Hollecker 

 
The Reno North Valleys scout troop #88 installed the California-Nevada chapter’s Beckwourth interpretive sign 
in north Reno this past June 20.  Eagle Scout candidate Canaan Peterson and chapter board member David 
Hollecker coordinated efforts to install the plaque on the only remaining ruts of the Beckwourth trail in Nevada.  
Representatives from Washoe County, including Commissioner Bonnie Webber, nearby property owners and 
neighbors, gave support to the scout troop digging the holes and cementing the sign in place. The County set 
aside this five-acre parcel a few years ago, at the urging of the chapter, to preserve the Beckwourth trail 
swales and the adjoining Three Flags Highway, a part of Nevada’s first paved highway constructed in 1923.  
The adjoining property developer has said he will build a kiosk telling the history of the highway to complement 
our sign.  His commercial development is called the Three Flags Center. 
 
 

 
 

 
SAND SWALES RECEIVE ANNUAL ATTENTION 

By Leslie Fryman 
 

OCTA and local community members convened in 
Fernley Oct 3 to remove debris from the great sand 
swales of the Truckee River Route and to record its 
condition in photographs. Fernley Swales 
Committee leader Tom Fee coordinated and led the 
annual event, which regularly draws volunteers not 
only from OCTA but from the Fernley Preservation 
Society, City of Fernley Parks and Recreation, the 
local community, and from BLM.  

Using pickups, Steve Knight’s long-bed trailer, the 
BLM’s 1.5-ton truck, and a large dump trailer from 
Parks and Recreation, eight loads of trash were 
collected from the trail and surrounding easement. 
This year the debris was hauled to TrashPro’s  
dump station near Wadsworth in order to avoid  
transfer charges, because Fernley’s own Waste 
Management facility will no longer accept the                      
(Continued on page 10) 
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material free of charge as in past years. Thanks 
goes to Keith Penner, Director of Fernley Parks and 
Recreation, for finding another facility willing to 
sponsor the disposal. Also new to the annual event 
is BLM archaeologist Stephen Christy of the 
Carson City Field Office, who will be overseeing the 
preservation easement for BLM and coordinating 
OCTA’s partnership agreement from now on.  
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In August, Tom Fee and Dave Hollecker installed 
five signs in the easement that were provided by 
BLM to help prevent dumping and OHV damage in 
the swales. Increased local awareness of the trails 
has also helped reduce illicit trash dumping, but 
perhaps the most effective deterrent to date has 
been a City ordinance, passed in January 2009, 
requiring all homeowners and renters on property 
less than two acres to pay for regular curbside 
trash collection. Now that most City residents are 
using a convenient (and legal) method to dispose of 
junk furniture and large appliances, much less of 
this material finds its way into the trail swales. On 
the other hand, scars and erosion from OHV use of 
the easement continue. 
 

 
 
This year the grade of the historic Central Pacific 
Railroad, which parallels the sand swales through 
the easement, is showing the effects of its ongoing 
use as a jump ramp by quad-runners and dirt-bike 
enthusiasts. Any deteriorating conditions in the 
easement are documented in addition to the photo-
monitoring program that annually records views of 
the swales and their features in 20 identical views. 
Tom Fee and the Fernley Swales Committee 
extend their thanks to volunteers for participating in 
another successful year of trail maintenance. 
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 CHAPTER  REMINDERS 

 
 
Spring Symposium Planned for Bakersfield – The winter business meeting of the CA-NV Board of 
Directors was held November 14 at the Silver State High School in Carson City. Following officers’ and 
committee reports, policy reviews and other old and new business, the Board approved a proposal by Tom 
Hunt to hold the 2010 Spring Symposium in Bakersfield, California, where the focus of activities will be the 
grave of Elisha Stephens and emigrant travel over Walker Pass. Tentative dates for the symposium are April 
30 – May 2, or potentially the week before (April 23-25). Watch for more information on the symposium on E-
news and in the spring issue of Trail Talk. 
Reminder – DUES ARE DUE!!  CA-NV 
Chapter membership dues have now been fully 
integrated with the national dues collection at year-
end, so please remember to pay them both at once 
and before December 31st, which helps us keep the 
membership rosters up to date.   

We Want YOU To Serve on the Board – 
Nominations for two upcoming seats on the chapter 
Board of Directors are now being accepted by 
Nominations Chair Steve Knight. Elections will be 
held in the spring for terms beginning in August 
2010. If you would like to serve on the Board, send 
your statement of interest to Steve at 
knightsc@att,net or (775)560-5958. 
 
Counting Elephants – The  2010 Convention 
Committee hopes OCTA members will be spotting 
elephants everywhere (on our logo) as we count 
down the months to the August 10-14 convention in 
Elko, Nevada. Under the masterful direction of 
Convention Chair Jan Petersen, the committee is 
off and running with plans for what will most 
certainly be the best OCTA convention ever. 
Among the highlights will be tours to Ruby Valley, 
Gravelly Ford, the mining ghost town of Tuscarora, 
and a modern, working gold mine. Presentations 
and other activities will take place at the Elko 
Convention Center, and a Basque dinner is 
planned for Saturday at the California Trail 
Interpretive Center just west of Elko. OCTA room 
rates will be available at the Red Lion Inn and 
several other hotels near the Convention Center. 
Volunteer assistance and/or questions about the 
convention may be addressed to President Bob 
Evanhoe or the chapter email address at 
canvocta@sbcglobal.net.  Mark your calendars 
now!   
 

The one page abstract deadline has been 
extended to December 31, 2009. 
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